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Hugo Satellite Networks

Teaching Note

Synopsis

Hugo Satellite Networks is planning to construct a VSAT plant in a foreign country.
Historically, Hugo has focused on the corporate networking side of the market, as opposed to
rural telephony.  Its major VSAT competitor, Gomex, has filled the void in the rural
telephony market, gaining market share at Hugo’s expense.  However, as new technologies
begin to threaten the VSAT market and corporate client growth has slowed, Hugo is looking
to supplement its revenue.  It is looking at the rural market as a low cost/high volume
opportunity.  Tremendous growth in the demand for rural telephony, particularly in emerging
markets, has drawn Hugo to further explore this area.

Hugo executives have identified construction of a VSAT manufacturing plant as a
way to meet this growing market segment.  By increasing capacity, it will be able to better
satisfy demand.  Constructing this plant in a foreign country will enable Hugo to benefit from
favorable taxation, investment incentives, and cheaper labor.  In addition, locating this
manufacturing facility in an emerging market such as Brazil, China, or India, could give
Hugo access to markets formerly served by state-run telecommunications monopolies.  Due
to their large populations and relatively high percentage of the population living in rural
communities, Brazil, China, and India also provide a large market for the VSAT.  The key
questions facing the reader are:

• Should Hugo build the plant (given the VSAT market size)?
• In which country should Hugo build (Brazil, China, or India)?
• What is the appropriate discount rate to use in evaluating the project?
• What are the real options that Hugo should consider?

Pedagogical Objectives

The student is required to analyze several elements common to most project finance
cases in emerging markets:

• Evaluate NPV assumptions
• Analyze appropriate cost of capital

o Project-specific risks
o Country-specific risks

• Model uncertain cash flows (i.e., due to price and market growth uncertainties)
• Assess technology in a business context
• Assess feasibility of new business strategy
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Decoys

We embed several decoys in the case, which the reader must identify in order to avoid
the same mistakes as the manager in the Hugo case when evaluating the NPV of the project.
These decoys are:

• Taking the mean of the market growth rate, but not accounting for the standard
deviation.

• Taking the mean of the local market share, but not accounting for the standard
deviation.

• Taking the mean tax rate for each country, but not accounting for the standard
deviation.

• Using the company’s hurdle rate to discount the project cash flows instead of the
appropriate cost of capital.

Since we have given the revenue forecasts and cost structures, the primary exercise in
this case is to identify the errors in the case model and re-evaluate the project NPVs.  This
project is more risky than the average project of the company.  Therefore, the principal
intuition in the case is that the manager should not use the company’s “hurdle” rate when
evaluating projects that do not reflect the average risk of the company.

Investment Risks and Concerns

Project Risks

Pre-completion risks:

• Construction risk:  Hugo may not be able to complete construction on the plant in the
specified time period, due to problems such as bureaucratic delays, labor unrest, or
inexperience with building in a country with infrastructure limitations.  In addition,
rising input prices or rising wages for construction workers may impact initial
investment cost.

• Risk mitigation:  Given that the company has a history of completing a number of
similar projects within the given time and costs, the construction risk does not seem
large.

Post-completion risks:

• Operational risks:
o Labor:  A rise in wages could significantly increase cost of goods sold,

thereby negatively impacting Hugo’s bottom line.  Labor unrest (i.e., strikes)
could also interrupt production.
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o Production costs and delays:  Higher prices for inputs could result in a
significant risk.  For example, increased input prices or energy costs will
decrease the project’s profitability.  Production delays may hinder Hugo in
attaining a certain level of revenue growth.

§ Risk mitigation:  While labor unrest cannot be ruled out, the critical
inputs for production are being sourced from the worldwide suppliers
of Hugo.  Moreover, the company will enter into a contract with a
local utility for the supply of the electricity or set up a captive
electricity plant. All of this is likely to result in a lower level of
operational risk.

• Threat of alternative technologies:  Given that VSATs are inferior to fiber optics in
terms of bandwidth, demand could drop significantly as fiber optics become more
accessible.  Although the cost of laying fiber is high, fiber optics are a better conduit
for the bandwidth required for Internet traffic, potential commerce, and other types of
electronic data interchanges.

• VSAT price risk:  As a fiber optic backbone is completed, customers willing to pay a
premium in exchange for better service/functionality will likely switch to fiber optics.
VSAT prices will likely fall as the VSAT fights to stay competitive with fiber optics.
Additionally, intensifying competition within the VSAT market (Gomex and other
producers) might result in lower prices.

• Project risks summary:  Even after mitigation, a number of project risks need to be
addressed. As most of these risks affect the cash flows of the company, the best way
to address these risks is to model them directly in the cash flows.  At the same time
we ensure that the discount rate is not adjusted for these risks to avoid double
counting.

Valuation

Cost of Capital

Traditional approach.  A traditional approach to calculating the cost of equity utilizes the
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM).  Beta is used to reflect systematic risk in the model.
This approach is useful when working in developed markets.  It is important for a student to
evaluate if this approach is effective in emerging markets.  Harvey's 1995 study of emerging
market returns suggests that there is no relation between expected returns and betas measured
with respect to the world market portfolio.  A regression of average returns on average betas
produces an R-square of zero.  Therefore, we decide not to use a traditional CAPM approach
for the three emerging markets in this case.
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International Cost of Capital and Risk Calculator.  We determine that the ICCRC model is a
better approach to evaluate different emerging market costs of capital.  An explanation of the
use of the ICCRC model is detailed below:

1. Calculate country risk:  We create a risk model based on Institutional Investor’s
Credit Ratings and anchor the cost of capital to the current US rate.  The anchoring is
important because the model has been fit over the 1979-1995 sample.  The average
returns during this sample may be higher than the historical average over longer
samples.

Based on ICCRC, the cost of capital is 28.1% for Brazil, 19.4% for China and 23.2%
for India.  Using the cost of capital for the United States of 11% (as per ICCRC), we
compute the risk premiums for these countries.  The risk premiums are 17.1% for
Brazil, 8.4% for China and 12.2% for India.

2. Beta-adjusted risk:  We model most of the risks related to the project in the cash
flows; consequently, we feel that the best base discount rate to start off from would be
the US risk free rate.  We beta adjust this for the risk of the satellite communications
industry.  The beta that we use for the adjustment is 1.73 (the average beta of Gomex
and SA1 from case Exhibit 9).  The beta-adjusted US base rate is 10.38% for all of the
three countries.  This adjustment is necessary because the satellite communications
industry is more risky than the average project in the United States.

3. Adjusting the country risk premium:  The country risk premium has to be adjusted
downwards for some of the specific risk mitigants that exist in the three proposals.
The main risks of operating in these countries are given in Exhibit A.  We attempt to
account for the risk mitigating factors in order to reduce the country risk premium.
The risks need to be quantified to make them comparable across countries. For each
country we assign weights to each risk factor of 12.5 (total score of 100 divided
equally by the eight risks).  Once the weights have been calculated we assign a
subjective score to quantify all the risks.  A refinement is made to the score after
some of the country level risks are mitigated.

4. The final cost of capital numbers:

Risk Brazil China India
A. US risk free rate 6.00% 6.00% 6.00%
B. Beta-adjusted risk free rate 10.38% 10.38% 10.38%
C. Country risk premium (pre-mitigation) (ICCRC) 17.10% 8.40% 12.20%
D. Country risk premium (post-mitigation) 13.55% 6.25% 9.94%
E. Cost of Capital (B+D) 23.93% 16.63% 20.32%

                                               
1 We ignore VA for computing the beta adjustment, as its beta seems low for the industry at 0.84 in 1995.
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Monte Carlo Simulation

Exhibit B is a starting point for the student to evaluate the effect of volatility in VSAT
market growth rates, unit prices, production costs, appropriate discount rates, leverage and
tax rates on expected project cash flows.  While assumptions are given in case Table A
regarding input means and trends, the student should use Monte Carlo simulation to analyze
possible outcomes.

Step 1:  The student should choose which variables to model using Crystal Ball and select
which distribution is appropriate for each variable.

Step 2:  Once a set of variables is chosen, then the next step is to pick a distribution
appropriate for each of the variables.

Step 3:  Next the student should try and create a cash flow model computes the effect of the
variables on the NPV.

Step 4:  Finally, Crystal Ball should be used to simulate the effect of the variables on the
NPV using 5,000 trials.

The four major variables we choose to model are the VSAT market growth rates,
Hugo’s market share, the corporate tax rates in different counties, and tax incentives.  We
determine that other factors such as VSAT pricing and costs are known with reasonable
certainty and have remained fairly stable in the past and therefore need not be modeled.

The analysis uses several simplifying assumptions.  For total market growth rates, we
use Crystal Ball to account for uncertainties for each year from 1997 – 2011.  We model
growth rates using a normal distribution with a mean based on the growth rates from the
assumptions sections (case Exhibits 6-8) and Table A.  The standard deviation is set at 5%
for years 1997  – 2002 and decreasing to 0.5% by year 2005.  We also specify a range of
distribution anywhere between –2 % to 80%.  Please refer to Exhibit C for details.

Hugo’s local market share is one of the four major assumptions that drive the
expected net present value of the project.  For all three countries, we pick a uniform
distribution with minimum 5% and maximum 20%.  Based on the market and demand
sections of the case we choose the uniform distribution because Hugo has an equal chance of
obtaining this market share range.

For corporate tax rates, we use a lognormal distribution with a mean at the current tax
rate and a standard deviation at 3% for China, as the tax rate is almost certain for year 1997.
For Brazil, the tax rate is less certain, so the tax rate is set at 25% with a standard deviation of
25%.  India’s tax rate is set at 35% with a 3% standard deviation.

For tax credits, we use a flat rate of 60% for India and Brazil because the rate is
known and certain for both countries for year 1997.  We expect that the government will
grant the tax credit for the life of the project.  Since we are uncertain about the tax credit rate
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for China and the rate cannot fall below zero, we use a lognormal distribution with a mean of
80% and a standard deviation of 10%.

This model is a simplification of any model that would be used in a similar situation
by a company. The idea is to enable the student to apply some of the concepts from class in
the case and the model does not represent the actual valuation process used by the company.
One of the simplifications is that this model assumes that all debt will be paid off within 15
years and no additional debt issuance occurs after 1997.  In fact, we expect that debt-to-value
will probably stay at a minimum of around 30%.  We want to be conservative in determining
the expected net present value and determine to leave the project as 100% equity owned by
year 2016.

Exhibit B provides results for the 5,000 trials under different assumptions from the
three countries.  From our analysis, both the expected NPV and the probability that NPV of
the project is greater than zero is very sensitive to total market share, tax rates, but not
leverage.  As expected, when Hugo’s market share increases or when tax rate decreases, the
expected NPV and probability that NPV is greater than zero all increase.  But as leverage
increases, we expected that the NPV could either increase or decrease depending on the
effects of the interest, interest tax shield and the new WACC on the cash flows of the project.
We found that say, for China, the NPV, the probability NPV is greater than zero, DSRC, and
the probability that DSCR is greater than zero did not change significantly. The result is
consistent in that a higher debt ratio implies lower equity cash flow, but lower equity cash
flow was offset by the lower WACC used to calculate for the new NPV. Therefore, as shown
in the Tornado Chart of the Exhibit C - China Report, the three most important factors in
determining the expected NPV were market growth rates, Hugo’s market share, and tax rates.

Real Options

Intensity & expansion option

In building a new manufacturing facility, Hugo has the choice to build more capacity
than currently needed if positive VSAT market growth is expected in the local and world
market.  As local demand increases, the company would then have the opportunity to
increase production to service this demand.  This opportunity is referred to as an intensity
option.  Similarly, the company could elect to enlarge the plant in response to an increase in
general demand.  This expansion option is common to many different types of projects.

To calculate:
1) Increase capital expenditures
2) Add capacity of plant
3) Account for price changes between local market & global (home) market

Shutdown option

If alternative technologies gain popularity more rapidly than the company anticipates,
or if local demand declines for any other reason, Hugo always has the choice to close down
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the project, either before or after construction is complete.  This is referred to as a shutdown
option.

To calculate:
1) Choose a year and assign an Excel “if” statement for parameter

a. Example, if(world market demand = 0, stop, otherwise continue)
b. Example, if(project fails, stop, otherwise continue)

Export option

Hugo is planning to construct the new manufacturing facility to serve both local and
global markets for VSAT units.  One assumption of this case is that the parent company
abroad will automatically purchase any units not sold in the local market.  If local market
demand declines, the company would have the alternative to export all units produced in the
plant that are not sold locally.  This option offers an implicit hedge against decreases in local
demand.  This export option would be “in the money” in a situation where the cost of
manufacturing locally plus the freight cost of shipping the units abroad provides sufficient
profit margin over the retail price abroad.

To calculate:
1) Choose a year and assign an Excel “if” statement for parameter

a. Example, if(local demand = 0, then ship everything to parent, otherwise
continue)

Portfolio optimization option

The company ultimately constructed small manufacturing plants in all three countries.
This reflects a portfolio optimization option.  By diversifying its manufacturing capacity in
three different emerging markets, Hugo is effectively lowering its overall risk.  Although
there is significant cost to constructing three different plants, the events and risks of one
country alone will not jeopardize the entire manufacturing capacity of the company.  In
response to changes in demand, growth rates, production costs, retail prices and shipping
costs, Hugo can elect to produce whatever quantities in each plant that optimize the parent
company’s overall profit objectives.  This option is a combination of the intensity, expansion,
shutdown and export options listed above.

Portfolio option: wB + wC + wI  = Overall NPV

Where:
w = production in each country
B = risk associated with Brazil
C = risk associated with China
I  = risk associated with India

Conceptually, the general takeaway from the above formula is that there is a natural
trade-off between risk and return. In our case, we can maximize the overall NPV of the
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VSAT manufacturing project by efficiently allocating production to the countries with the
lowest risk / highest return subject to their capacity. The standard deviation of the portfolio
will change in each production cycle. As we change the production mix from each country,
we impact the overall volatility of the portfolio.

To calculate:
1) Choose a year and Assign an Excel “If” Statement for Parameter

a. Example, If(Demand in China = 0, Ship to Brazil (or India, or Parent),
Continue)

b. Example, If(Demand in Local Market > Previous Year’s Demand,
Increase Units Produced in Local Market (or Ship units from Brazil to
China), Continue)

2) Solver could be used to optimize the amounts produced in each country to meet
worldwide demand, subject to changing the weights of production while minimizing
risk.

Sequencing and Interproject option

In reality, the VSAT global market growth rate declined more rapidly than Hugo
projected.  Cheaper fiber optics were produced and alternative wireless technologies,
including cellular, analog and digital communication systems became increasingly more
popular.  In response to these trends, the company refocused on expanding VSAT
opportunities by integrating value-added business services.  Services have better margins and
provide a recurring revenue stream, rather than a one-time purchase of a VSAT.  We have
labeled this option a sequencing and interproject option because the sequencing of projects
creates options for subsequent projects as the direct result of undertaking the initial project.
It is similar to the “foot-in-the-door” concept.  Once a company has entered a country and
has established relationships with governmental entities, the company has much better
prospects to capitalize on future opportunities that arise in the country.

To calculate:
1) Choose a year and Assign an Excel “If” Statement for Parameter

a. Example, If(Installed Base in Local Market >= 5000, then Bundle Internet
Services, Otherwise Continue Selling VSATs)

b. Example, If(Installed Base in Local Market >=2000, then Sell Hub
Station, Otherwise Continue Selling VSATs)

Output Mix Option

The option to produce different outputs from the same facility is known as an output
mix option or product flexibility. In our case, we assume that there is only one type of output.
However, this plant could be retrofitted to produce other products if the VSAT market
becomes unprofitable.

To calculate:
1) Increase CAPEX to retrofit plant
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2) Optimize product mix to determined profit margin per unit using Solver

Exit option

Exiting the VSAT business or simply exiting a specific market by selling the VSAT
manufacturing facility is always an option.  The company can either sell the plant to a local
firm or sell it to a competitor.  Hugo can also sell the manufacturing facility to a bank and
structure some type of leaseback deal.

Conclusion

Why China?

Hugo should construct its facility in China, as it presents the best investment
opportunity among the three markets. China has the largest local market for VSATs among
the three countries.  With the government stressing rural telephony, the market in the future
is likely to grow substantially.  This provides substantial market opportunity for Hugo.
Moreover, Hugo would have the first mover advantage, as it would be among the first
companies to enter the VSAT market in the country.

The Chinese government is offering a number of incentives to attract investment in
high technology in the country. Among these incentives are lower tax rates and subsidies for
investment. These incentives compare favorably with India and Brazil.  In addition to the
more attractive incentives, the risks of operating in China are lower than those in India and
Brazil.  One of the obvious results of the lower risk is the lower cost of capital for China.
Overall, the higher incentives and the lower cost of capital result in a considerably higher
expected NPV for the project in China as compared to the other two countries.

One of the advantages of being the first to enter the market in China is that Hugo
would be in a strong position to exploit the opportunities that would be available
subsequently in other related areas like telecom software, VSAT services etc.  These markets
are also expected to be large in the future.  This further increases the NPV of investing in
China if Hugo takes into account the value of all real options.

Why not Brazil?

Due to a lack of political stability in recent years, limited information regarding
governmental incentives and an extremely complex tax system, Hugo determined that it
would not be able to mitigate the project and country risks in Brazil as well as it could in
China.  The administration of President Cardoso, who assumed office January 1, 1995,
intends to privatize the state-owned telecommunications industry.  However, with the recent
impeachment and removal from office of former president Fernando Collor de Mello in
1992, on charges of corruption, it is difficult at this time to evaluate the level of popular
support for the current administration’s plans and President Cardoso’s ability to execute such
a dramatic change.  Additionally, there are few details regarding potential governmental
incentives, such as reductions in tariffs and other corporate taxes.  Currently, “investment
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restrictions constitute an important limitation for U.S. firms seeking to conduct business in
Brazil.2”  Please see Exhibit A for a summary of country risks.

Why not India?

Hugo should not construct its production facility in India due to the country’s level of
violence, political risk, and credit rating.  India’s history has been filled with ethnic and
religious violence.  These attacks are not always targeted or anticipated; at times innocent
bystanders can be the recipients of violent acts.  This kind of atmosphere produces significant
challenges for a multinational corporation trying to establish a production facility.  Violence
is, in part, due to the shaky political situation in India.  Current conflicts include:  Hindu-
Muslim tensions, involvement in civil war between the Tamil Tigers and the government of
Sri Lanka, and on-going problems with Pakistan.  Although the Congress Party has ruled
India for 30 years, dissent is not non-existent.  The somewhat recent rise of opposition parties
further destabilizes the political atmosphere.  Long-standing problems with corruption and
excessive bureaucracy are discouraging to foreign-direct investment.  Finally, India’s below
investment grade credit rating makes the country an unattractive candidate for Hugo.  Debt
will be more expensive and difficult to raise.  Additionally, the fierce competition in the
India telecom market is another reason discouraging investment in India.

Many of the risks inherent to building a manufacturing facility in India are either not
significant enough to deter Hugo’s entry or can be mitigated by strategic planning.  However,
we believe that the above-mentioned risks (threat of violence, political risk, competition, and
country credit rating) merit a decision to not enter India.  Please see Exhibit A for a summary
of country risks.

Actual Outcome

Hugo went ahead with the project and began construction of a VSAT manufacturing
facility in the Peoples Republic of China.  The company received tax credit incentives that
decreased the corporate taxation rate to approximately 12%.  Hugo did not disclose VSAT
product segment financial statements.  The fictional case excluded the fact that Hugo had
already invested in a manufacturing plant in India.  This detail would have undoubtedly
changed the risk factors associated with India and made this country more attractive.
Additionally, Hugo later also initiated construction of a satellite facility in Brazil.

The VSAT industry declined a lot faster than Hugo had anticipated.  VSAT unit
prices fell to less than $1,000 within five years.  Companies unable to manufacture at lower
costs exited the industry.  Additionally, the cost of fiber optics rapidly declined.  This
allowed countries to build out telecom infrastructure more quickly than Hugo forecasted.
Finally, the adoption of wireless technologies impacted the demand for VSATs.  Wireless
technologies offer the same capabilities, data, voice and video, at a lower cost.

                                               
2 1995 National Trade Estimate – Brazil, http://www.ustr.gov/reports/nte/1995/brazil.html
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Risk Brazil China India
Openness to
foreign
investment

• Current administration is favorably disposed
toward foreign investment.

• Broadened privatization plan in several
sectors, including telecommunications, which
had previously been restricted for strategic
reasons.

• No longer a legal distinction between
Brazilian and foreign companies based on the
level of foreign ownership.

• Government will facilitate foreign investor
access to subsidized financing.  Incentives
are available for firms engaged in a priority
sector and located in a less-developed region.

• Foreign capital may enter the country freely.
However, incoming investment must be
registered with the Central Bank of Brazil
within 30 days.  The registration process may
involve significant delays.

Mitigation:  All incentive issues will be pre-
negotiated with the government.  The risk of
delays in registration will remain.

Score (before mitigation):  7
Score (after mitigation):  4

• After the introduction of economic
reforms, the country is fairly open to
foreign investment.

• Special preference to hi-tech projects.
• Substantial tax incentives for investment.
• Bureaucratic delays in clearance of

proposals.

Mitigation:  All incentive issues will be pre-
negotiated with the government. However,
risk of political delays will remain.

Score (before mitigation):  4
Score (after mitigation):  3

• Post 1991, as part of the liberalization
program, transparency increased and
government promoted foreign
investment.

• Stress on investment in telecom and hi-
tech.

• Strong tax incentives for investment.
• Allowed repatriation of investments.
• Significant bureaucratic delays in

clearance of proposals.

Mitigation:  All incentive issues will be pre-
negotiated with the government. However,
risk of delays and policy uncertainty will
remain.

• Score (before mitigation):  7
• Score (after mitigation):  5

Violence • Increasingly dangerous major urban areas.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  5
Score (after mitigation):  5

• Risk of violence both internally and
externally is low.  The Tiananmen incident
is like a stray incident and does not reflect
trend.

Mitigation:  Not required, as the risk is low.

Score (before mitigation):  2
Score (after mitigation):  2

• Ethnic/religious violence.
• Political violence against leaders is

destabilizing to economy/community.
• On-going conflict with Pakistan.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  8
Score (after mitigation):  8
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Risk Brazil China India
Economic risk • Brazil’s currency, the Real was introduced in

July 1994 and is subject to a managed float.
• Strong GDP and population growth.
• History of hyperinflation.

Mitigation:  The currency and the inflation risks
were mitigated to a large extent by the fact that
we were dealing mainly in US Dollars.

Score (before mitigation):  9
Score (after mitigation):  5

• Strong growth of local economy.
• Strong balance of payment situation and

foreign exchange reserves.
• Growth in money supply had resulted in

increased inflation.
• Inefficiency of the state-owned enterprises

could affect economy.
• High level of ‘bad loans’ within the

banking system.

Mitigation:  The currency and the inflation
risks were mitigated to a large extent by the
fact that we were dealing mainly in US
Dollars.

Score (before mitigation):  6
Score (after mitigation):  3

• Political uncertainty, i.e., poor
performance by ruling Congress party,
has decreased investor confidence.

• High fiscal deficit, leading to
inflationary pressures.

• Widening trade deficit could lead to
currency depreciation.

• Government attempts to reduce external
debt.

Mitigation:  The currency and the inflation
risks were mitigated to a large extent by the
fact that we were dealing mainly in US
Dollars.

Score (before mitigation):  8
Score (after mitigation):  4

Standard &
Poor’s (S&P)
country credit
rating

• S&P released a rating of "B+" with a
"Positive Outlook" for Brazil in July 1995.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  10
Score (after mitigation):  10

• The S&P country credit rating in 1994-
1995 was “BBB” with a “Stable” outlook.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  7
Score (after mitigation):  7

• S&P rating of “BB+” (below investment
grade).

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  9
Score (after mitigation):  9

Expropriation
risk

• There have been no government takeovers
through expropriation since the early 1960s
other than small tracts of agricultural land.
Current risk is low.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  3
Score (after mitigation):  3

• There have been no cases of outright
expropriation recorded in China. Unlikely
to be a major risk.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  1
Score (after mitigation):  1

• History of expropriation in 1970s.
• Current risk of expropriation is low due

to government’s trend toward
privatization.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  3
Score (after mitigation):  3
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Risk Brazil China India
Political risk • There is little threat of major policy reversal

with regards to nationalization.
• Brazil regulates business activity to a lesser

extent than many developing countries.
• Recent problems of corruption.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  5
Score (after mitigation):  5

• Stable government.
• Strong stress on continuation of economic

policies.
• Demands for political reform i.e.

Tiananmen Square.
• Strong role of army in politics.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  3
Score (after mitigation):  3

• Some degree of stability due to Congress
Party’s long rule.

• Long-standing problems of corruption.
• Proliferation of opposition parties,

including BJP (Hindu-nationalist),
communists, and socialists.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  7
Score (after mitigation):  7

Legal risk • Weak patent protection laws and
enforcement.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  7
Score (after mitigation):  7

• China's legal and regulatory system is
characterized by a lack of transparency and
inconsistent enforcement.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  8
Score (after mitigation):  8

• The judiciary is relatively independent
and the legal system is based on English
common law.

Mitigation:  Not mitigated.

Score (before mitigation):  5
Score (after mitigation):  5

Infrastructure
risks

• Sufficient hydroelectrical power resources,
but limited transportation infrastructure.

Mitigation:  For the project will be entering into
an agreement with the local utility or will be
setting up a captive power plant.

Score (before mitigation):  7
Score (after mitigation):  3

• Insufficient telecom, power and transport
resources.

Mitigation:  For the project will be entering
into an agreement with the local utility or will
be setting up a captive power plant.

Score (before mitigation):  7
Score (after mitigation):  3

• Insufficient, unreliable power supply.
• Inadequate and unreliable

telecommunications services.

Mitigation:  For the project will be entering
into an agreement with the local utility or
will be setting up a captive power plant.

Score (before mitigation):  7
Score (after mitigation):  3
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Step 1.  Choose a distribution of annual change in market share – For example, a
truncated normal distribution –2% with a mean of 25% and a standard deviation of 5%.

Step 2.  Market share as one major assumption driving the NPV of project.

199X 199X 20XX 20XX

Total Market Share X X X X

Hugo’s Market Share %X %X %X %X

Price per VSAT $Y $Y $Y $Y

     Total Revenue $Y%X $Y%X $Y%X $Y%X

Costs - C - C - C - C

EBIT $Y%X – C $Y%X – C $Y%X – C $Y%X – C

      Free Cash Flow $F $F $F $F

      Discount Rate 1.0 0.D 0.D 0.D

Net Present Value $N

Step 3.  Run the program to generate DSCR distributions.  Results of China, India, and
Brazil shown below.

10.0% 17.5% 25.0% 32.5% 40.0%

Total Market Growth Rate
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Brazil

China

Frequency Chart

Certainty is 8.96% from 0.0 to +Infinity

.000

.005

.011

.016

.021

0

26.25

52.5

78.75

105

-49.7 -33.3 -17.0 -0.6 15.7

5,000 Trials    57 Outliers

Forecast: Discounted Free Cash Flow

Frequency Chart

Certainty is 76.92% from 0.0 to +Infinity

.000

.006

.012

.018

.023

0

29.25

58.5

87.75

117

-19.7 -4.4 11.0 26.3 41.7

5,000 Trials    12 Outliers

Forecast: Discounted Cash Flow
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India

Frequency Chart

Certainty is 0.38% from -1.8 to +Infinity

.000

.005

.010

.015

.020

0

25.25

50.5

75.75

101

-51.7 -39.2 -26.7 -14.3 -1.8

5,000 Trials    34 Outliers

Forecast: Discounted Cash Flow


